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SERVICE DEALER

Morgan Front and Rear 
Suspension  for road going  
and competition Morgans

Morgan RS front suspension with 
progressive spring rate and tuned 
adjustable Spax dampers. 
For improved vehicle handling for both 
road and track. Will fit all traditional 
Morgans from 1952 to present day.
From £595 + fitting & VAT

SSL/Spax front & rear coilovers for 
MK2 Aero to the latest Aero 8/+8 
are also available at Techniques.

 Cooling upgrades Morgan Roll Bars

Aero Racing upgrade consisting of a performance 
exhaust manifold and system, sport catalytic 
converter, together with an ECU reflash will transform 
your GDI Morgan +4. Fitted price £1,750.00 + VATGrille £295.08 + VAT Mesh Grille £132.19 + VAT

Techniques can supply and fit (if required) all Morgan 
Super Form aluminium wings. 
10% discount on a Full Vehicle Set of four wings.

We supply genuine Morgan Motor Company Parts

Techniques can supply and fit SSL Suspension Upgrades

+4 ECU & Exhaust UpgradeAluminium Super Form Wings

Stainless Grille & Mesh Grille

Windscreen Replacements

Morgan 5L Rear Suspension  
with progressive spring rate 

Completely replaces the leaf springs with a bolt on 
system and no welding. 
Suitable for all early narrow model Morgans 
and later wide body 4/4s, Plus 4s, 3.0 & 3.7 litre 
Roadsters and traditional Plus 8s.
For improved comfort, reduced body roll and 
adjustable ride height, this rear suspension system 
will transform the feel of your Morgan.
Morgan 5L Suspension system with  
Spax dampers  £2,600.00 + fitting & VAT

Image shows set-up with  
Quantum adjustable monotube  

dampers which are available at extra cost.

Traditional Morgan Windscreen Service
Techniques can supply and fit all the types of screens 
that have been fitted to Morgans over the years. 
Whether it be a 2 or 4 seater, heated or non heated we 
can fit the correct screen to suit your Morgan.

Aero 8 Replacement Windscreen Service
These are very different to traditional screens as 
they are bonded to the windscreen frame. Should 
you be unfortunate to break your windscreen or 
door glass, Techniques can supply & fit the correct 
glass to suit your Aero.These very efficient radiators dramatically improve 

the cooling and running of your Morgan, maintaining 
the correct operating temperature even in extreme 
conditions. Of course they are also considerably 
lighter in weight and suitable for all Morgan models 
for road or competition use.

Aluminium Radiators from £525.00 + VAT
High volume cooling fan also available.

Roll Bars are available for all Morgan models 
and are suitable for road or competition use.  
They come in a variety of specifications, including 
fixed or removable diagonals, seat belt fixings 
and head rest fixings and so are built to your 
requirements.
This range of vehicle Roll Bars is exclusive to 
Techniques. From £425 + VAT
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